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Abstract—Image classification is a crucial task in Computer
Vision. Feature detection represents a key component of the
image classification process, which aims at detecting a set of
important features that have the potential to facilitate the
classification task. In this paper, we propose a Genetic Programming (GP) approach to image feature detection. The proposed
method uses the Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF) method to
extract features from regions automatically selected by GP, and
adopts a wrapper approach combined with a voting scheme to
perform image classification. The proposed approach is evaluated
using three datasets of increasing difficulty, and is compared to
five popularly used machine learning methods: Support Vector
Machines, Random Forest, Naive Bayes, Decision Trees, and
Adaptive Boosting. The experimental results show the proposed
approach has achieved comparable or better performance than
the five existing methods on all three datasets, and reveal its
capability to automatically detect good regions from a large image
from which good features are automatically constructed.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Feature detection in the image analysis domain seeks to
extract patterns from an image that can then be used as a
partial representation of an image’s structure [1]. Techniques
are generally categorised as global or local feature detection
[1]. Global features are extracted from an image in its entirety,
and as such are most useful when an image is being considered
as a whole or has very distinct properties. Common techniques
include colour-based approaches using histograms [2], texturebased features such as those produced by the Gabor filter [3]
and eigenspace matching [4].
A local feature is extracted from an area of an image that
differ from its immediate neighbourhood [1]. This difference
can be as simple as a different colour or intensity, or more
complex such as being a corner or an edge of an object. Local
features, also known as keypoints, have several benefits over
global features; they can be used to identify objects within
images that occur at different locations (or even different scales
or rotations), and also to identify multiple different objects in
an image. As local feature extraction considers only a small
part of the image, the overall composition of an image is also
not critical.
One of the most widely used local feature extractors is the
Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) algorithm [5]. SIFT
selects keypoints, i.e., local features, that are areas of an image
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with high contrast to their surroundings. The design of SIFT
means that the keypoints are both scale and rotation-invariant.
This makes SIFT a robust algorithm as it does not have the
complications associated with other methods where the scale
or angle of objects in images cannot be guaranteed. Speeded
Up Robust Features (SURF) [6] is another scale and rotation
invariant feature extractor that is generally faster than SIFT
while achieving similar or better performance [6]. SURF uses
a Hessian matrix for blob detection that is faster than the
Difference of Gaussians (DoG) approach used in SIFT.
Many different approaches have been proposed using SIFT
or SURF features for classification in images. One common
approach is to use a bag-of-keypoints [7]. Keypoints are
extracted from an image using SIFT or SURF, and are then
clustered using k-means clustering. A histogram of cluster
memberships is then produced with length k. The value at
bin i is the number of keypoints in the image that are
part of cluster i. The histogram is then classified using a
classifier such as Support Vector Machines (SVM), Naive
Bayes or Adaptive Boosting (AdaBoost) [7], [8]. However, this
approach has a limitation that learning algorithms traditionally
require fixed length features as input, for example an SVM
cannot train effectively when a varying number of features is
used. Farquhar et al. [9] proposed improvements to overcome
this limitation by training to be performed directly on input
features without any information being lost.
Evolutionary Computation (EC) techniques have also been
applied to image feature extraction and classification problems.
EC techniques have the ability to give good results by widely
exploring a search space for a problem and considering
solutions that the hand-crafted feature extraction methods may
not. Genetic Programming (GP) [10] is an EC technique that
mimics Darwin principles for nature selection and survival
of the fittest. The GP search process starts by randomly
generating a population of solutions (computer programs), and
gradually evolves those solutions over a predefined number
of iterations (generations) using genetic operators (crossover,
mutation and reproduction). GP has been used in this domain
since its introduction [11], [12].
One common technique uses images as the input to the
program tree with functions which operate on individual pixels

in the image. Pixel-based methods struggle for recognition
of complex (e.g. many real world) images due to functions
operating on a single or small number of pixels. A refinement
to this idea is to use some simple pre-defined features which
have the potential to capture useful information in an image.
One approach [13] used the mean and standard deviation
across some pre-defined regions as terminals in a GP tree. This
produced trees that had potential to be understood by humans,
while achieving good performance on two of the three datasets.
The approach, however, struggled to produce programs that
could be interpreted on the difficult retina dataset. Using predefined regions for feature extraction is somewhat inflexible
and so can give poor performance for some problems when
important parts of an image do not fall entirely within a predefined region.
A two-tier approach [14] was proposed which used GP
to both select good regions of an image and also to extract
features from the regions (in the form of pixel statistics) and
perform classification. This approach achieved good performance across a range of datasets in different domains, and also
produced easily interpretable solutions; one GP tree contained
a circular region enclosing the eye of a face dataset, suggesting
that the eye pixels are an important part of an image for
classifying it as a face. This two-tier approach used simple
pixel statistics to extract feature values from regions, which is a
relatively low-level feature extraction technique. Using higherlevel features could improve performance further, especially in
difficult problems or where illumination, scale or rotation of
objects vary. In this paper, we propose a method which uses
a similar region selection strategy, but uses more advanced
SURF features to improve classification performance.
Other EC techniques such as Particle Swarm Optimisation
[15] and Genetic Algorithms (GAs) [16] have also been
applied to image classification with some success. Bala et al.
[16] used GAs to select features from images that would be
classified by a decision tree. By doing so, they were able to
exclude poor features from being used by the decision tree
classifier. Combinations of EC techniques with other methods
have also been shown to be effective at image classification
[17], [18].
Both SIFT and SURF extract features from the entire image,
which can be time consuming as computation time increases
proportionately with the image size. Moreover, the extracted
feature vectors can contain redundant or irrelevant features,
which negatively affect the classification performance [19].
Applying SIFT or SURF to only sub-regions of the image
has the potential to give more time-efficient and accurate
classification by reducing the number of these problematic
features.
A. Goals
This study aims to improve domain-independent object
classification in images by using GP techniques. The proposed
method uses GP to select good regions of the instance being
evaluated, extracts good keypoints from those regions using
SURF, classifies each keypoint using a wrapped classifier (e.g.

Fig. 1. An example of the general GP program structure.

SVM), and predicts the class label with a voting scheme.
Specifically, we are interested in achieving the following
objectives:
• Designing a program representation that is capable of detecting sub-regions of the image that are rich in features;
• Constructing a classification system to extract features
from the selected regions and then use a SVM classifier
and voting scheme to predict the class label;
• Evaluating the proposed method and comparing its performance against five well-known classifiers on three
datasets of increasing difficulty and for different applications; and
• Investigating whether the regions detected by the new
method are similar to those designed by domain experts.
B. Organisation
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section
II discusses the proposed method and highlights its main
components. The experiment design and evaluation process
are explained in Section III. Experiment results are discussed
in Section IV. Section V concludes the paper and suggests
directions of future work.
II. T HE P ROPOSED M ETHOD
This section discusses the proposed method and explains its
main components. The discussion includes the GP program
representation (i.e. the terminal and function sets), fitness
function, process to generate SURF keypoints, and the class
label predicting procedure.
A. GP Program Representation
As shown in Fig. 1, a tree-based GP structure is used to
represent an evolved program in the proposed method. Due
to having different numbers and types of input and output
parameters, Strongly-typed GP (STGP) [20] is adopted to
provide constraints for different nodes. In GP, the system uses
two sets to generate an individual: (1) a terminal set; and (2) a
function set. The terminal set is used to populate the terminal
or leaf nodes of the program tree, whereas the internal nodes
are populated using the function set.
The terminal set comprises of five elements. The x and w
nodes are randomly generated integer values in [0, min width ]
where min width is the minimum width of any image in
the training set. Similarly, the y and h nodes are randomly
generated integer values in [0, min height ] where min height is
the minimum height of any image in the training set. The
empty node returns an empty list in order to allow the GP
tree to terminate correctly.

The function set consists of two distinct nodes. The first
is the rectangle node that takes four arguments: x, y, w,
and h (from the terminal set). It returns a list containing a
single rectangle region starting at the coordinates (x, y) with
width and height given by the w and h values respectively.
The second node of the function set is the aggregate node
that takes two lists of regions, and returns a unified list. This
node allows the system to produce multiple regions.
B. The Fitness Function
The fitness function is used to evaluate the performance of
an evolved GP program on a set of images. This is used during
the training phase to guide the GP method to select the best
programs to evolve, and during the testing phase to measure
the performance of the best evolved program on the unseen
data. Picking a good fitness function is essential in achieving
good results with GP as it determines the criteria that the
evolutionary process is aiming to optimise. In this study, the
datasets are balanced; nearly an equal number of instances
from both classes is used to form each of the training and test
sets. Hence, the fitness function used is just simple accuracy
that is formally defined as:
Ncorrect
(1)
f itness =
Ntotal
where Ncorrect is the number of instance correctly classified,
and Ntotal is the total number of instances being evaluated. A
fitness value of 1 represents the perfect fitness, a fitness value
of 0 is the worst possible performance.
C. Generating SURF Keypoints
The SURF descriptor will generate varying numbers of
keypoints based on the number of interest points an image
has. This presents a problem for many classifiers where a static
number of features is expected. To address this problem, we
have developed the method presented in Algorithm 1. This
method works by altering the Hessian threshold that SURF
uses to determine how large the output from the Hessian filter
must be in order to consider a point to be an interest point.
The algorithm adjusts this threshold using a binary search
until a predefined number of keypoints are retrieved. Using
a fixed number of keypoints allows more effective training
as a solution can perform consistently across a dataset and
the situations where there are missing or extra keypoints are
prevented.
Algorithm 1 Selecting p best keypoints
1: function FIND K EYPOINTS(image, lowerBound, upperBound, p)
2:
threshold ← (upperBound − lowerBound)/2 + lowerBound
3:
keypoints ← SURF(threshold)
4:
if |keypoints| = p then
5:
return keypoints
6:
else if |keypoints| > p then
7:
lowerBound ← threshold
8:
else
9:
upperBound ← threshold
10:
end if
11:
return FIND K EYPOINTS(image, lowerBound, upperBound, p)
12: end function

Fig. 2. The process of predicting the class label for an instance.

D. Predicting the Class Label
The class label for the instance being evaluated by an
evolved program is predicted as follows. The program is
evaluated, giving a list of regions as the output of the tree. Each
region is then fed into SURF and p keypoints are generated,
each being a vector of 64 values. The list of all keypoints
extracted from all regions are then individually fed into an
SVM classifier. The SVM classifier assigns a class label (either
+ve or −ve) for each keypoint independently of all other
points. The class label of a keypoint represents a single vote.
The dominating class, i.e., the class with the most votes, is then
returned as the predicted label for the instance being evaluated.
This process is depicted in Fig. 2.
During training, an individual is trained by feeding all
keypoints of all images into an SVM, where each keypoint
is labelled with the class of the image it was extracted from.
In other words, a list of pairs (~uji , y j ) of length t × rj are
fed into the SVM, where t is the number of instances in
the training set, rj is the total number of extracted keypoints
from the j th instance, ~uji is the ith keypoint’s vector of the
th
j th instance, and y j is the class label of the
h j instance.i
Each vector ~uji consists of 64 values, i.e., aji,1 , . . . , aji,64
where aji,s is the sth element in the ith keypoint of the j th
instance. This ensures that the SVM trains on each keypoint
independently. This is important for generalising performance
as a voting approach is being used.
It is highly likely that GP generates regions which exceed
the image boundaries. These regions are ignored, and so play
no part in the classification process. A number of empty
nodes can be part of the evolved program; they are also
ignored. Similarly, regions which reach 100 iterations of
Algorithm 1 without producing p keypoints are discarded, as it
is unlikely the correct number of keypoints will be produced
with additional iterations. Limiting the number of iterations
avoids an overly long training time.
III. E XPERIMENT D ESIGN
The datasets used to evaluate the proposed method are
discussed in this section. This section also lists and explains
the baseline methods, as well as discussing the evolutionary
parameter settings and libraries used in our implementation.
A. Evaluation Data Sets
Three datasets are used in this study to evaluate the proposed method. The datasets vary in difficulty and type (i.e.
application). Each of the datasets is comprised of two classes
(binary classification) and contains grey-scale images.

Fig. 3. Samples of the UIUC cars dataset shows instances of the car and
background classes in the first and second row respectively.

Fig. 5. Samples of the COIL-20 dataset, where instances of the cars and
rubber ducks classes are shown in the first and second row respectively.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. Samples of the JAFFE dataset (a) before cropping, and (b) after
cropping.

k-fold cross validation. The instances of the UIUC and COIL20 datasets were randomly split into 10 folds. The JAFFE
dataset is smaller and has 3 images of the same person for
each expression, therefore it was manually split into 3 folds
so that images of each person occurred across each fold.
B. Baseline Methods

The first dataset is the UIUC database for Car Detection1
[21] dataset. The dataset consists of 1, 050 instances that 550
are cars and 500 are background. Each of the car instances
shows the side view of the vehicle captured from the same
angle and distance (giving the same scale) as shown in Fig.
3. The instances in this dataset are 100 × 40 pixels in size.
The Japanese Female Facial Expression2 (JAFFE) [22]
dataset is used in the literature to identify different facial
expressions. There are 213 images in this dataset that fall into 7
classes: neutral, happy, sad, surprised, angry, disgust, and fear.
Ten Japanese female subjects provided several images for each
facial expression. Our second dataset uses the instances of the
happy and surprised classes as shown in Fig. 4. Similar to
[23], we have cropped the instances of this dataset to remove
the image background and most of the subject’s hair, leaving
only the face. Each instance is grey-scale and after cropping
has dimensions ranging between 121 and 143 in width, and
between 164 and 207 in height.
The two classes of the third dataset are drawn from a
popular and widely used dataset in computer vision called
the Columbia Object Image Library3 (COIL-20) [24]. The
COIL-20 dataset consists of 20 classes each of which represent
a different toy object such as cars, rubber ducks, and cups.
Each object was placed on a turntable in a scene with a black
background. The object was rotated through 360◦ , with an
image captured every 5◦ of rotation, giving 72 images per
object. The images were normalized to be 128 × 128 pixels
and the object was centred in the images as much as possible.
The colour of each image was also normalised by making the
brightest pixel equal to 255 and scaling the other pixel values
accordingly. The car and rubber duck classes are used to form
our third dataset in this study. Fig. 5 shows some examples of
these two classes.
The performance on these datasets was evaluated by using
1 Available

at: http://cogcomp.cs.illinois.edu/Data/Car/
at: http://www.kasrl.org/jaffe.html
3 Available at: http://www.cs.columbia.edu/CAVE/software/
2 Available

The performance of the proposed method is assessed by
comparing it to five well-known machine learning algorithms
which are detailed in [25]:
• Support Vector Machine (SVM): a powerful classification
model that analyses data and recognises patterns using a
learning algorithm. The Sequential Minimal Optimisation
(SMO) [26] learning algorithm was used in this study.
• Naive Bayes (NB): a simple probabilistic method which
follows Bayes’ theorem to build a model.
• Adaptive Boosting (AdaBoost): an adaptive method that
builds a model by improving on misclassified instances
of previous models.
• Decision Trees (J48): a re-implementation of the C4.5
decision tree learning algorithm.
• Random Forest (RF): an ensemble method that constructs
a set of decision trees, which is designed to mitigate the
overfitting habit of decision trees.
SURF produces a feature vector consisting of 64 values (i.e. features) for each keypoint, hence, there will be
p × 64 features per instance where p is the number of
keypoints used. In each of the baseline methods, the training set contains instances represented as pairs of concatenated SURF keypoints and the class label for the instance.
training
set is formally
represented 
as follows:
 1 The


~u1 . . . ~u1p , y 1 , ~u21 . . . ~u2p , y 2 , . . . , ~ut1 . . . ~utp , y t where y i
is the class label of the ith instance, t is the total number of
instances in the training set, and each vector ~uji consists of 64
values, as defined in Section II-D.
C. Evolutionary Parameters and Implementation
The GP system is evolved until 50 generations are completed or an ideal individual (with 100% accuracy) is found.
The population is relatively large with 1, 024 individuals,
and the initial population is generated using the ramped-halfand-half method. The diversity of the population has been
maintained by using a 30% mutation rate. In order to maintain
the progress of the evolutionary process, the “keep top n
individuals” scheme is adopted with n = 10. The crossover

TABLE I
T HE GP EVOLUTIONARY PARAMETERS

TABLE III
T HE ACCURACIES ON THE JAFFE DATASET.
p=5

Parameter

Value

Parameter

Value

Generations
Population Size
Minimum Depth
Maximum Depth
Initial Population

50
1024
2
6
Half-and-half

Crossover Rate
Mutation Rate
Elitism
Selection Type
Tournament size

0.70
0.30
keep the top 10
Tournament
7

GP
SVM
NB
J48
RF
AdaBoost

p = 10

p = 20

p = 50

Training

Test

Training

Test

Training

Test

Training

Test

1.00
1.00
0.89
0.98
1.00
1.00

0.87
0.63
0.72
0.70
0.77
0.70

1.00
1.00
0.92
0.98
1.00
1.00

0.87
0.72
0.72
0.56
0.76
0.77

1.00
1.00
0.98
0.98
1.00
1.00

0.89
0.74
0.75
0.59
0.77
0.67

1.00
1.00
1.00
0.98
1.00
1.00

0.89
0.82
0.69
0.79
0.71
0.71

TABLE II
T HE ACCURACIES ON THE UIUC DATASET.
p=5

p = 10

p = 20

TABLE IV
T HE ACCURACIES ON THE COIL-20 DATASET.

p = 50

Training

Test

Training

Test

Training

Test

Training

Test

0.99
0.99
0.90
0.99
1.00
0.88

0.92
0.92
0.89
0.84
0.94
0.85

0.98
1.00
0.90
0.99
1.00
0.88

0.92
0.91
0.89
0.83
0.93
0.84

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

p=5
GP
SVM
NB
J48
RF
AdaBoost

operator plays an essential role in the system and so is used
more often (70% of the time) than the mutation operator. Table
I summarises these parameters.
As GP is a stochastic method, each experiment is run 35
times with different fixed seeds. For each fold in a run, the
best evolved program on the training set is evaluated on the
test set. The performance of the run is then the average across
all k-folds of that run. The results reported in Section IV are
the average performance across the 35 runs.
The proposed method is implemented using the STGP platform provided by the Java-based Evolutionary Computation
Research System (ECJ) package [27]. The Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis (WEKA) [25] implementations
of SVM, J48, NB, RF, and AdaBoost are used for the baseline
approaches.

GP
SVM
NB
J48
RF
AdaBoost

p = 10

p = 20

p = 50

Training

Test

Training

Test

Training

Test

Training

Test

1.00
1.00
0.99
0.99
1.00
1.00

0.99
0.99
0.97
0.86
0.99
0.96

1.00
1.00
0.99
0.99
1.00
1.00

0.99
0.99
0.96
0.86
0.99
0.96

1.00
1.00
1.00
0.99
1.00
1.00

1.00
0.99
0.91
0.86
1.00
0.93

1.00
1.00
1.00
0.99
1.00
1.00

0.99
1.00
0.94
0.85
1.00
0.93

methods on this dataset with a minimum gap of 7% on the
test set when compared to SVM when 50 keypoints is used.
The improved performance compared to the baselines indicates
the ability of this method to detect very important regions (as
discussed in the following subsection).
As shown in Table IV, the proposed method performs
equivalently to the best baseline methods (SVM, RF) on the
COIL-20 dataset. As this dataset is fairly easy, the proposed
and baseline methods were both able to achieve near perfect
performance. This shows that the additional steps in the
proposed method (as compared to the baseline SVM) do not
negatively affect performance on easy datasets, suggesting that
it is good across a range of datasets and applications.
A. Further Analysis

IV. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
The results are presented and discussed in this section. A
program evolved by the new method is also briefly analysed.
The results of each dataset are presented in a table that
horizontally consists of five blocks. The method names are
shown in the first block and each subsequent block lists
the average performance of the methods on the training and
test sets across all folds, using different numbers of SURF
keypoints (i.e. 5, 10, 20, and 50).
Table II presents the results on the UIUC dataset. The values
of the last two blocks (p = 20 and p = 50) are not available,
as SURF could not generate this many keypoints due to lack of
interest points. The proposed method shows promising results
for the p = 5 and p = 10 blocks, with performance that is very
close to RF which is the best baseline method. This suggests
that the proposed method can compete with an ensemble or
committee based approach where more than one classifier
contributes towards predicting the class label.
The results on the JAFFE dataset are shown in Table III.
The results are consistently good across a range of quantities of
keypoints. The proposed method has outperformed all baseline

Fig. 6(a) shows the tree representation of a program evolved
on the JAFFE dataset. This program achieved on average over
95% accuracy on the unseen data across the 3-fold cross
validation. The program detects four interesting regions that
are highlighted in yellow on six instances that have been drawn
from both “happy” and “surprised” classes (three instances of
each class) as presented in Fig. 6(b)-(d). To ease the visual
comparison between instances of the same subject in the
two classes, those regions are also cropped. Each instance
and cropped regions of the happy class are bounded in blue,
whereas for the surprised class, they are bounded in red. The
cropped regions clearly show that the program has detected
regions of the eyes and mouth. The eyes appear more flat
when the subject is happy due to human nature in pushingup the cheeks while smiling, whereas the eyes are opened
wide when the subjects are surprised. The mouth is upturned
or shows a bright region due to the teeth being visible while
smiling, whilst it is darker (teeth are covered by lips) and flatter
when the subject is surprised. By focusing on these regions
where there are distinct differences, it is likely that more useful
features are extracted for better classification performance.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 6. Example shows (a) the tree representation of a program evolved on
the JAFFE dataset; and (b)-(d) the detect regions on three samples.

V. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a GP method for feature detection in images is
proposed. The proposed method evolves a program that detects
sub-regions of an image, extracts SURF points from those
regions, and classifies the instances being evaluated using a
SVM classifier and a voting scheme. Using three datasets of
varying difficulty and from different domains, the new method
achieves comparable or better performance compared to wellknown machine learning classifiers. Furthermore, the proposed
method has detected regions similar to those designed by
domain experts which indicates the capability of this method
to identify such important regions. However, there is still
plenty of space for improving the effectiveness of the proposed
method. Applying this method to multi-class classification
tasks is one area of improvement we would like to investigate.
We also would like to extend this method by changing the
program representation to automatically evolve a classifier
using GP instead of using a wrapped classifier in the hope
that it will allow even more effective training of the system.
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